
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 



VIDYA PRAVESH: Three-month Play-based School 

Preparation Module for Grade- I Children, has been 

developed as per the recommendations of the National 

Education Policy 2020 (NEP) . The purpose is to help 

teachers ensure that all children are exposed to a warm 

and welcoming environment when they enter Grade I, 

particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, leading to 

their smooth transition to school. The guidelines intend to 

create a stimulating learning environment that is joyful, 

safe, ensuring emotional security and providing support to 

all the children in school and at home. The play-based 

pedagogy is a significant aspect of the guidelines that 

plays a vital role in creating a joyful and stress-free 

environment for children to learn, and also in addressing 

the learning needs of children with special needs or 

disabilities (Divyang). Focus is also given on learning in 

mother tongue or home language and allowing as many 

languages as children bring to the classroom. 

Our vidyalaya is working laboriously for the 

implementation of Vidya Pravesh. Here are the 

glimpse of some efforts done by our teachers. 

 

 

 

 



                 WARM WELCOME OF GRADE- I 

We started our session (2022-23) for class 1 after their warm 

welcome. Pencils and balloons were distributed among students 

by Mr. Ramesh Chand, Principal of vidyalaya. 

 

 

 



                                        MEET AND GREET 

Morning circle is the time where children greet each other and 

free to express their feelings. It is the best way to start our day 

with the sense of belongingness and affection with peer group. 

 

 



LEARNING EXPERIENCES FOR TINY TOTS 

Learning is indispensable in our life.  The time has gone when 

teaching implies stuffing the facts in young minds. Our teachers 

plan for the joyful learning among students. Here are few 

glimpse :-  

BLOCK BUILDING  

Block building is free indoor play activity to enhance the 

conversational skills, sharing with each other, eye-hand 

coordination and so on. 

 



RHYMES, DANCE DRAMA 

Rhymes, action songs, dance and drama are the activities which 

are done under oral language development and vocabulary 

development. These activities give scope of free expression and 

helps to build confidence.

 

 



            ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS AND EXPLORATION 

It’s important to connect student’s learning with their 

immediate environment. Nature walk is done for 

environmental awareness, self-regulation and taking care of 

plants. 

 

STACKING  



Stacking is an indoor play activity to boost brain and hand 

coordination. It helps to create logical thinking and decision 

making. 

 

ALL ABOUT ME 



 FIND WHO AM I? It’s an activity where children tried to identify 

their names in print. All students were made to sit in circle. 

Then, name slips were shown to them one by one. The one who 

identified his/her name had to run and take it back to their 

place. 

 

CLIPPING 



Clipping activity organised to give a sense of responsibility, 

completion of the task, self regulation and development of fine 

motor skills. They were made to clip their names on wall. This 

activity is also good for developing the sense of belongingness. 

 

 

 

HEALTH, HYGIENE AND SANITATION 



Healthy food day was celebrated in class to develop healthy 

eating  habits among students. They brought healthy food for 

lunch that day. It also helped to develop pro-social behaviour 

like caring, sharing, collaboration, compassion, etc. 

 

 

 

WORKSHEETS 



Vidya Pravesh handbook contains many joyful worksheets for 

students. We have covered almost all the worksheets. 

 

FREE OUTDOOR PLAY 



Outdoor play is important for students as they need bodily 

movements for better learning experience.  Running, Chasing, 

passing the ball, dribbling with ball etc. involve large muscle 

movements. 

 

 

  

WHAT’S IN MY MYSTRY BOX? 



In this activity,  a bag full of toys was brought by the teacher. 

One by one students were made to come and blindfolded. They 

were asked to take out a toy and guess what is it? 

 

 

 

Fun with words 



It’s an activity in which students are made to look for words, 

form new words, identifying  letters etc. They can be given 

some random words or they can form their own words. 

 

 

 

 

Pick and tell activity 



In this activity students were asked to bring their favourite toys 

to the class. One by one they have to come forward and speak 

few lines about it. The objective of the activity is to enhance 

their language related skills. Also, it helps to boost up their 

confidence level. 

 

 

 

Picture reading 



This activity helps students to enhance their imagination. They 

have special abilities to explore their surroundings in their own 

way. It gives them opportunity of self-expression without 

hesitation. 

 

 

 


